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2.1 $\alpha\in \mathcal{L}$ , $\overline{\mathcal{L}}$
$A$ .
$\overline{L’}=\{\alpha|\prime_{-}1’ \in \mathcal{L}\}$ $A=\mathcal{L}\cup\overline{L’}$
, BNF .
$p::=0|a.p|p+p$
22 , 3 $<S,A,$ $-$. $>$ . $S$ , $A$
, $\neg$ , $-\subset S\cross A\cross S$ .
, $(s, a, .\underline{9}’)\inarrow$ $Sarrow as’$ , $arrow=\{arrow a$
$|a\in A\}$ . $sarrow as’$ , $s$ $a$ , $a$
, $s’$ .
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23 , (transition rule) .
$\overline{a.parrow pa}$





, ( ) .
, Helmessy-Milner $\mathrm{L}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}[2]$ , .
24 .
(1) $T$ .
(2) $f,$ $f’$ , $ff’,$ $\neg f$ .
(3) $f$ , $\langle a\rangle f$ . $a\in A$ .
, Hennessy-bmner Logic . $P$
$f$ $p|=f$ .
2.5 .
(1) $P$ , $P|=T$ .
(2) $p|=A_{1}\vee A_{2}$ , $p\vdash-A_{1}$ , $p|=A_{2}$ .
(.3) $p|=\neg f$ , $p\# f$ . , $p\# f$ $p$ $f$ .
(4) $P|=\langle a\rangle f$ , $q$ , $pq\underline{a}$ $q|=f$ .
26 .
(1) $F^{\mathrm{d}}=^{\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}}\neg T$ .
(2) $A_{1}\wedge A_{2}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}=\urcorner(\urcorner A_{1}\neg A_{2})$ .
(3) $[a]A^{\mathrm{d}}=\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\neg\langle a\rangle\urcorner A$ .
27 2.6 , $T,$ $F,$ $\wedge,$ $,$ $\langle a\rangle,$ $[a]$
.
(1) $P|=\langle a\rangle T.p$ $a$
(2) $P|=$ F:p $Cl$ .





28 $\mathcal{M}=$ { $(\alpha,$ $moda\iota)|\alpha\in \mathcal{L},$ $modal\in$ {possible, condition, forbidden}}
. $\square$
, $(a,possible)$ $a$ , $(a,Condition)$
$a$ , ($.a$ ,forbidden) $a$
.
, $(a,possible),(b,Condiiion),$( $c$ ,forbidden) ,
$a^{p},$ $b^{c},$
$c^{f}$ .
29 $MS$ 3 $\langle N, \mathcal{M}, R\rangle$ . , $N,$ $\mathcal{M},$ $R$ .
(1) $N$ .
(2) $\mathcal{M}$ .
(3) $R$ , $R\subseteq P\cross P$ . , $P\subseteq$
$N\cross \mathcal{M}\mathrm{x}N$ .
, $(N_{i}, ???, \Lambda_{i}^{r})$ $\uparrow n_{ij}$ .
2.4
(MSC) . 2 ,
, , X ( , )
. , ,
.
2.10 $\lambda’IsC$ $MS$ .
2 MSC . MS .
$\mathcal{M}$ $=$ $\{(a,possib\iota_{e}), (a, f_{orbidd}en), (b, condition), (c,possible), (d,poSSible)\}$
$N$ $=$ $\{N1, N2, N3\}$
$P$ $=$ $\{(N1, a^{p}, N2), (N2, b^{C}, N3).(N2_{\backslash ,}bC, N1), (N1, C^{p}, N2), (N1, a^{j}, N\mathit{2}), (N3, d^{p}, N2)\}$
$R$ $=$ $\{a_{12}^{p}<b_{2}^{C}1=b_{23}^{C}<cp12<c\iota_{12}^{f}<Cl^{\prime J}\}32$
2 ,
(1) $N1$ $a$ $N2$ .
(2) , $\Lambda^{\mathrm{r}}2$ $b$ $N1.N3$ ( ) ,
(3) $N1$ $c$ $N2$ , $N3$ $d$ .





2.11 , \mbox{\boldmath $\omega$} , ,
.
(1) $0,\omega$ .
(2) $e$ , $a.e$ . , $a\in A\cup\{1\}$ .
(3) $e_{1},$ $e_{2}$ , $e_{1}+e_{2}$
2.12 , .
$\frac{\epsilon e’parrow \mathit{1}^{J}\underline{a}a/}{e||_{l^{J-e}}\prime||q^{y}},(c\iota\in A)$ $\frac{earrow e’1}{e||p-e||q^{y}}.’(a\in A)$
213 , 4 $\langle$ $P$ , E. -. $S\tau(c\rangle$ . ,
(1) $P$ .
(2) $E$
(3) – $E\cross P$ $arrow\subseteq(E\cross P)\cross(E\mathrm{x}P)$ , (interacting relation)
.
(4) $Suc\subseteq E$ (success set) .
, $Suc=\{\omega\}$ .
$Exp(e,p)$ $e||p$ .
, $\mathrm{T}$ $\perp$ . ,
$\epsilon||p$ $Re.,\sigma ult(\epsilon, P)$ , {T. $\perp$ } .
$\mathrm{T}\in Resu/_{t}.(e,p\mathrm{I}$ : $Exp(e.p)$
$\perp\in Result(e_{\backslash ,\prime}p)$ : $E_{Xp}(e,P)$
$\mathrm{T}$ $\perp$ , .
$p_{\mathit{7}}??ay\epsilon$ : $\mathrm{T}\in Re.\backslash ^{-}ult.(e,p)p$ must $e$ : $\perp\not\in Result(e,p)$




may must , .
2.15 $\langle P, E, arrow,Suc\rangle$ ,
$P\subseteq_{may}q$ : e\in E , $P$ may $e$ q may $e$ .
$P\subseteq_{?nust}q$ : e $\in E$ , $P$ must $e$ q must $e$ .
$p\subseteq q$ : $p\subseteq_{may}q\mathrm{B}\mathrm{a}\cdot\supset p\subseteq muStq$ .
216 $P,$ $q$ , may ($\uparrow??_{J}\mathit{0}.y$ testing equivalent) $\simeq_{may}$ must
($\uparrow nuSt$ testing equivalen$?t$) $\simeq_{m}ust$ .
$p\simeq_{rnay}q$ : $p$ $\subseteq_{m}$ $y$ $q$ $q$ $\subseteq_{may}$ $p$
$p\simeq_{must}q$ : $p$ $\subseteq_{must}$ $q\mathrm{B}\searrow \text{ }$ $q$ $\subseteq_{mvst}$ $p$
$\mathcal{T}$ , $\mathcal{T}$ $\subseteq_{may}^{T}$ . $\subseteq_{m\mathit{1}}^{\mathcal{I}}\{st’\subseteq^{\mathcal{T}}$ .
, $P,$ $q$ .
2.17 $\langle$P. $\mathcal{T},$ $-,Suc\rangle$ ,
$p\subseteq_{71\iota ay}^{T}q$ : \epsilon $\in \mathcal{T}$ , $P$ may $e$ q may $e$ .
$P\subseteq_{\eta x}^{T}uStq$ : e\in T , $p71luste$ q must $e$ .
$p\subseteq^{T}q$ : $p\subseteq_{mxy},q\theta^{1}\text{ }p\subseteq_{mu}Stq\tau T$ .
, $\subseteq_{may}^{\mathcal{T}},$ $\subseteq_{m\mathrm{t}(}^{T}st$ $\subseteq_{m\mathfrak{a}y},$ $\subseteq_{muSt}$ $\simeq_{may’ m?’ s}^{\mathcal{T}}\simeq \mathcal{T}t$ .
3
3 $\mathrm{M}\mathrm{S}$ , 26
. , [4] ,
$\mathrm{M}\mathrm{S}$ .
$\mathrm{M}\mathrm{S}$ .
, $\dot{\mathrm{M}}\mathrm{S}$ , $\mathrm{M}\mathrm{S}$ , , $\gamma_{i},$ $\Gamma,$ $l\backslash _{i^{(}\gamma)}^{\gamma}i$
.
$\gamma_{i}=\langle N(\gamma_{i}), \mathcal{M}(_{li}\wedge), \rho \mathrm{t}\gamma_{i}), \Phi\gamma i\rangle$
$\Gamma=\{\gamma_{i}|1\leq.i$. $\leq n\}$
$\mathit{1}\mathrm{V}_{j}(,\wedge r)i\in N(\gamma_{i})N\langle\gamma_{i}$ ) $=\{Ni(\gamma_{j}/.)|1\leq j\leq 7?l\}$
$N_{i}(\Gamma)=\{N_{i^{(\gamma i)}}|1\leq\dot{f}\leq n\}$






: $MS$ $\Gamma$ procedure $add- f_{\mathit{0}}rmula(Ni,$ $(M\mathcal{M}, C\mathcal{M}, A\rangle),$
: $A_{i}(1\leq i$. $\leq?1?.)$ begin
$(**)$ if $C\mathcal{M}=\emptyset$ then return 4,
begin else
($*$ $*$) begin
($\mathcal{N},$ $\mathcal{M},$ $R\ranglearrow read_{-m}S$; $D\mathcal{M}arrow M\mathcal{M},\cdot$
$karrow 1$ ; $m_{jk}arrow get_{-}member(C\mathcal{M})$ ;
wliile $k\leq m$ $(*m_{jk}=(N_{j}$ , (act, modal), $N_{k})*)_{j}$
($*$ . $*$) $C\mathcal{M}arrow C\mathcal{M}-\{m_{jk}\},\cdot$
begin $A_{s}arrow T$;
$A_{i}arrow makeformula(N_{i}, \langle \mathcal{M}.R\rangle),\cdot$ while $M\mathcal{M}\neq\phi$
$k-k+1,\cdot$ begin
elld $D\mathcal{M}arrow D\mathcal{M}-\{\uparrow 7\mathrm{t}jk)\},\cdot$
end $A-add- for\uparrow nu\iota a(Ni$ ,
$\langle M\mathcal{M}-\{’\gamma\tau_{j}k\}, c\mathcal{M}, A\rangle)$;
($*\mathrm{i}\mathrm{v}_{i}^{\mathrm{Y}}$ . $*$ ) ($*$ $*$)
procedure $makefo\gamma n?\mathrm{t}\mathit{1}la(N_{i}. \langle,\vee[.R\rangle.),\cdot$ if $n?odal=p_{oSSi}.ble$ then
begin $garrow\langle$ ’$nake- aCt$ ($N_{i},$ $Nj$ , act, $N_{k}$)$\rangle$ $A$ ;
($*$ , $T$ . $*$ ) else if ?n.odal $=$ condition then
if $R=\phi$ then $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\iota \mathrm{u}\cdot 11T$ : $g-$ [ $\eta?ake-aCt$ (Ni, $N_{j}$ , act, $N_{k}$ )] $A,\cdot$
else else if modal $=forbidden$ tllen
begin $g$ – [make-act$(N_{i},$ $N_{j},$ $a,ct.,$ $N_{k})$] $F\wedge A,\cdot$
($*\Lambda I\mathcal{M}$ $*$ ) $A_{s}-$ $4_{S^{\wedge g}},\cdot$
$M\mathcal{M}arrow get-?\mathrm{t}eXt-???eSSag\epsilon(R)$ ; $??\tau_{j}\mathrm{A}\cdotarrow get-\uparrow 7lembe\Gamma(D\mathcal{M})$,
$Rarrow excep\mathrm{f}_{-}meSSage(R, M,\mathrm{M})$ ; end
($*$ $A$ $*$) return $A_{\epsilon}$
$A-??.ahef_{or}\uparrow \mathrm{t}\iota la(Ni, \langle.)\vee l,$ $R\rangle).\cdot$ end
($*M.M$ $*$) end
$Aarrow add$-f0r\uparrow 7?ula , $\mathit{1}^{-}$] $I.\mathrm{V}l$ , 1\iota I. A
return $\lrcorner 4$ ; ($*$ $*$)
end procedure $make- ac\dagger(N|., Nj, oCt, Nk)$ ;
end ($*$ $*$)
if $N_{i}$ $=N_{j}$ then return $\overline{act_{?.\lambda}..},\cdot$
($*N_{i}$ $A_{i}$ . $*$) else if $N_{i}=N_{\lambda}$. tlien return $a.c\dagger ji$
end.






$N1$ : $\langle_{\overline{\mathit{0}12}}\rangle[b_{2}1]\langle\overline{c12}\rangle[\overline{\zeta\iota 12}]F$
159
3:
$N2$ : $\langle a_{12}\rangle([\overline{b21}][\overline{b23}]\langle c12\rangle([a12]F\wedge\langle d_{3}2\rangle T.)$
$\wedge([\overline{b_{2}3}][\overline{b_{21}}]\langle c12\rangle([a_{12}]F\wedge\langle d32\rangle\tau)$
$N3$ : $[b_{23}]\langle\overline{d_{3}2}\rangle T$







34 $\mathrm{J}/IS\gamma$ $\mathit{0}_{\wedge l}^{l}-,(N(7^{\cdot}))$ $e(\phi_{-},,(N(\gamma)))$
.
$e(0)=\omega,$ $e(a.q)=’.\iota.e(q),$ $e(q_{1}+q2)=e\langle q_{1})+e(q2)$
, $e(\phi_{\gamma(\mathrm{i}\backslash ^{*}(}\mathit{1}\gamma)))$ $e$ ( $N(\neg^{J}\mathrm{I})$ , $e(N)$ . ) 2 3
.
$e(N1)=\zeta\iota_{12}.\omega e(N\mathit{2})=\zeta\iota_{21}.\omega e(N3)=\omega$
35 $\mathit{1}$]$.\prime IS$’ $\Gamma=\{_{j\mathrm{i}}\wedge\cdot|1\leq i\leq n\}$ $\{p_{j}|1\leq$
$j\leq\uparrow n\}$ .
$p_{j}(\Gamma^{\cdot})\uparrow n\zeta\iota ye(\wedge^{\gamma_{j}}(,\wedge’)i)\mathit{1}^{J_{j}}(\Gamma)’ nu^{\mathrm{q}}\underline{.}te(\lrcorner|\backslash \mathrm{T}_{j}(\gamma_{i}))$ , $1\leq i$. $\leq n,$ $1\leq j\leq m$
( )
160
, MS $\Gamma=\{7’i|1\leq i\leq n\}$ $\mathcal{T}=\{e(\Lambda^{r_{j(\gamma))1}}i1\leq j\leq$
$\uparrow n\}$ , $\{q_{j}|1\leq j\leq?n\}$ .
$q_{j}$ may $e(.N_{j}(\gamma i))q_{j}$ must $e(N_{j}(\gamma\prime i))$ , $1\leq i\leq 7l,$ $1\leq j\leq m$
36 $\Gamma$ $\{p_{j}|1\leq j\leq\uparrow n\}$
.
$p_{J}.\cdot(.\Gamma)\simeq_{may}^{\mathcal{T}}q_{j}p_{j}(\Gamma)\simeq_{mus\}^{\mathcal{T}}q_{j}$ , $1\leq j\leq?n$
( ) 3.5 $Pj(\mathrm{r}),$ $qj$ $e\in \mathcal{T}$ may, must
37 $\Gamma$ $\{p_{j}|1\leq j\leq m\}$
.
$I^{J}j(\mathrm{r})\subseteq q_{j}$ , $1\leq j\leq m$
O ) , $p_{j}.(\Gamma)$ may $e,$ $p_{1}.(\Gamma)$ must $e$ $e$ , $c_{lj}$ may $e,$ $q_{j}$ must $e$
. , $l^{J}j(\Gamma)7ndy$ $e,$ $q_{J}j( \Gamma)m\mathrm{t}\int ste$ 4 $7?\tau aye,$ $q’$ must $e$ $e$ ,
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